Sports and PE Action Plan 2019-20
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training needs
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Overall aim for PE: To engage at least 80% of children in KS1 and KS2 in competitions and activities outside of the PE lesson to develop
an enjoyment and continued enthusiasm for PE.
To improve uptake of
To offer a variety of Afterschool
End of
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after school clubs by
clubs and offer half price clubs from Spring and
children engage in one
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funding for after
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groups list
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competitions at least
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once.
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Clear planning
Planning and assessments cover the By Dec 19
Each year group knows
HK to develop an
Sports Premium
assessment frame for
breadth of the curriculum.
exactly where their
assessment system.
budget to pay for
PE throughout the
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that covers plans
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expectations.
and assessment
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Teachers and SLT can
Swimming Outdoors Adventure*
track progress both
They use the new curriculum
throughout the year and
objectives, and are divided into
as children move through
emerging, expected and exceeding
the school.
for each year group.
Gifted and talented
They are easy and quick to use and
children are identified and
evaluate.
tracked.
Government initiative
Children from Reception to year 6
From Sep
Children engage in at
HK to be in charge of
Special eventsFor all primary school
participate in 60 mins of activity
19
least 3 lunch time clubs
young leader meetings
cost from Sports
aged children to aim
throughout the day at least 4 times
and active breaks during
and direction.
premium,
for 60 mins per day of
out of 5. Includes: PE, Lunch clubs,
the week in addition to
LC to be in control of
subsidising
physical activity
Afterschool clubs, young leader
their PE lessons and
young leaders during
afterschool clubs,
sessions.
lunch sessions.
lunch clubs paid
Objectives

Specific actions

Timescales

Desired outcome

Lunch time clubs are available for
all, but frequently inactive children
need to be targeted. 15 min daily
mile for every class every day.
Active travel to school plan. 2 hours
of PE across the week.
Young leaders to target two year
groups each day. Coaches to run
lunch clubs 4 days per week.
To engage children
during lunch and break
times in physical
activities.

To provide a nurture PE
based group for PP
children only to
encourage children to
be physically active
and develop social,
emotional skills for
disadvantaged
children.
To develop the gross
motor skills of the
EYFS children and
increase their skills in
the continuous
provision.

young leader run
sessions.
In addition to this: sports
events outside of school,
in-house events and
tournaments, special
events- scooter workshop

Coaches to engage as
many children at lunch
times as possible

for solely by
Sports premium

To engage 90% of all KS2
children in physical
activities during lunch and
playtimes.
Children not engaged in
gross motor activities
engage in fine motor skills
such as, cutting, crafts
activities or malleable
activities.

HK to direct

Sports premium
budget to pay for
scooter workshop.

To use bikes and scooters or
alternative equipment for KS2
children to offer them more
activities for lunch and play. Young
leaders to be trained to use
equipment safely
To develop a rota for use.
To develop fine motor skills during
lunch play by providing shelters
outside and fine motor activities. To
develop the areas outside EYFS and
Year 1. To provide two outdoor
shelters. To be led by young
leaders.
To provide a nurture group that
aims to provide a secure small
group setting for disadvantaged
children. To target children each
term.
To only focus on pupil premium
children.

Oct 19

Spring and
Summer
term

To engage 100% of PP
children over the year in
small nurture PE based
groups.

DH and HK to organise.

Sports Premium
budget.

To provide children with more
pedalled bikes in the continuous
provision to build skills during play.
To increase the amount of time
used on bikes to role play to
strengthen core.

Autumn 19

For children to be
engaging in physical play
during free flow activities.

HK to order

£328 from sports
premium budget

To buy two
outdoor shelters
and benches for
fine motor skill
development.

